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The surface electronic structure of Bis100d was studied by angle-resolved photoemission and the full-
potential linearized-augmented plane-wave film method. Experimentally, several electronic surface states were
identified in the gaps of the projected-bulk band structure close to the Fermi level. Theory shows that these
states belong to a spin-orbit split-surface band that extends through the whole Brillouin zone, and that some
surface states penetrate very deeply into the bulk. In the experiment, the surface Fermi surface was found to

consist of three features: an electron pocket at theḠ point, a hole pocket in theḠ-M̄ direction si.e., in the

direction of the surface-mirror lined, and a small Fermi-surface element close to theM̄8 points.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The group-V semimetal Bi has an interesting electronic
structure. The Fermi surface fills only a very small fraction
of the Brillouin zonesBZd. It consists of electron pockets
around theL points and hole pockets around theT points of
the BZ ssee Fig. 2d. The Fermi energy determined from the
carrier density at these pockets is very small, around
30 meV, and the effective masses of the carriers is also small
in certain directions.1,2 This peculiar electronic structure is
closely related to the rhombohedralsA-7d geometric struc-
ture. For Bi in other configurations than the bulkA-7 crystal,
very different properties can be expected for two reasons.
First, the change in the geometric structure could turn the
system either into a better metal or into a semiconductor.
Second, the long, effective de Broglie wavelength of the bulk
carriers combined with the long mean-free path leads to pro-
nounced quantum-size effects for systems with a bulklike
structure, but a finite size. Such interesting changes of the
electronic structure have indeed been predicted and observed
for thin films,3–5 clusters,6 and nanotubes.7–9

Other cases in which structural changes can be expected
to lead to interesting consequences for the electronic struc-
ture are the surfaces of Bi. For the surface orientations stud-
ied so far,s110d ands111d, the surface is a much better metal
than the bulk due to the presence of electronic surface
states.10–12 In this paper, we discuss the electronic structure
of the Bis100d surface, which we also find to be a better
metal than the bulk. In contrast to thes110d and s111d sur-
faces, however, the surface states on Bis100d penetrate very
deeply into the bulk. We suggest that this could help to ex-
plain some apparent contradictions found for the electronic
structures of clusters and nanotubes.

At this point we add a brief comment about the crystallo-
graphic notation of the bismuth surfaces and their relations to

the bulk structure. In bulk Bi, each atom has three equidis-
tant nearest-neighbor atoms and three equidistant next-
nearest neighbors slightly further away. This results in puck-
ered bilayers of atoms perpendicular to thes111d direction, in
which each atom is covalently bonded to its three nearest
neighbors. Each atom’s next-nearest neighbors are in the ad-
jacent bilayers, and the bonding within each bilayer is much
stronger than the interbilayer bonding. This explains why Bi
crystals easily cleave in thes111d plane. The rhombohedral
A-7 structure has two atoms per bulk unit cell, corresponding
to the two atoms in the bilayers. Apart from being rhombo-
hedral, theA-7 structure is also hexagonal with six atoms per
unit cell, and in the literature both rhombohedral and hex-
agonal indices can be found. To confuse matters even more,
one also finds indices referring to the pseudocubic nature of
the structure and even a hexagonal notation in which one of
the foursredundantd indices is omitted. The relation between
these notations is described in the work of Jona13 and in
considerable detail, also including thes100d surface, in Ref.
14. In the present paper only the rhombohedral notation is
used unless stated otherwise. Ours100d surface thus corre-

sponds to a pseudocubics111d and a hexagonals01̄11d sur-
face. The close-packeds111d surface is also a pseudocubic
s111d surface and a hexagonals0001d surface.

Before giving our results we describe the structure of
Bis100d both in real and reciprocal spaces and compare it to
that of Bis111d. Figure 1 shows the geometry of Bis100d. The
structure can be viewed as built from quasihexagonal layers.
In each layer an atom has two neighbors at the same distance
as on the Bis111d surface s4.54 Åd and four next-nearest
neighbors at a slightly larger distances4.72 Åd. The three
nearest neighbors of any Bi atom in the bulk structure, how-
ever, do not lie in the same quasihexagonal layer, but they
connect these layers. The connections to the nearest neigh-
bors have been indicated as “bonds” in the figure. The side
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view shows that there are two different possible interlayer
spacings. The termination of the surface is not known but it
seems likely that the shorter interlayer spacing prevails, not
the least because it requires the breaking of only one cova-
lent bond per unit cell instead of two. It can be seen that the
structure is close to anABCABC̄ stacking sequence of the
quasihexagonal layers, but not quite; the fourth-layer atoms
are only almost in registry with the first-layer atoms. They
are actually shifted by an amount of 0.57 Å. The symmetry
of the surface is very low. The only symmetry element is a
mirror plane, which is also indicated in the figure. There are
thus some important differences between Bis100d and
Bis111d, even though both are pseudocubics111d surfaces; in
order to form Bis111d no covalent next-neighbor bonds have
to be broken, while one bond per unit cell has to be broken to
form Bis100d. Bis111d also possesses a higher symmetry with
a threefold axis and three mirror planes.

The top part of Fig. 2 shows the Brillouin zone of Bi and
a sketch of the bulk Fermi surfacesnot to scaled. There are
two types of well-separated Fermi surface elements: hole
pockets at theT points and electron pockets at theL points.
Also shown is the projection of the surface Brillouin zone
sSBZd of Bis100d. The bottom of Fig. 2 shows the SBZ with
the symmetry points. It actually shows an extended zone
scheme that we will need when discussing the experimental
results. The indices at the symmetry points will also be used
for this purpose. The points at the corners of the SBZ and the

middle points of the sides have been calledK̄ andM̄, respec-
tively. This notation emphasizes the similarity to a hexagonal
surface. Note, however, that there are two different types of

M̄ points: the points we callM̄8 and the ones we call simply

M̄. As for the real-space geometry, the only relevant symme-
try element for this surface is a bulk-mirror plane that is
projected onto a surface-mirror line. Both are shown in the
figure.

Another symmetry which is important for the electronic
states of low-symmetry surfaces such as Bis100d is time-
reversal symmetry. For nonmagnetic systems, this symmetry
leads to the relation

EskWi,↑d = Es− kWi,↓d, s1d

which means that if one has a surface state atkWi with a
binding energyE and a spin↑, then there must also be a state
at −kWi with the same energy but spin↓. Consider for example

the M̄1 point in Fig. 2. Time-reversal symmetry causes the

FIG. 1. Truncated bulk structure of Bis100d stermination with a
short interlayer spacingd. In the top view the surface unit cell is
shown. The dashed line is the mirror plane of Bi, the only symmetry
element on this surface. The nearest-neighbor atoms are connected
by lines. The side view shows a quasi-ABCABC̄ stacking se-
quence. However, the fourth layer is shifted by 0.57 Å along the
mirror plane with respect to the first layer. Only the bonds in the
paper plane are indicated in the side view.

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Top: Bulk Brillouin zone of Bi and pro-
jection onto thes100d surface. The elements of the bulk Fermi sur-
face are indicated, but not to scale. The shaded plane is the bulk-
mirror plane, and the dashed line is its projection onto the surface.
Bottom: The surface Brillouin zone of Bis100d in an extended-zone
scheme. The dashed line is the mirror line. The colored lines in the
bottom part of the first surface Brillouin zone correspond to the
lines along which the electronic dispersion was measured and cal-
culatedssee figures belowd.
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M̄2 point to have energetically degenerate electronic states,
but with opposite spin. More generally, the combination of
time-reversal and mirror symmetry adds considerably to the
expected symmetry in the dispersion of the electronic states.
In particular it causes the dispersion in the “left” and the
“right” halves of the SBZ to be the same, as if there were a
second-mirror line perpendicular to the real-mirror line. This
is of course only true in a non-spin-resolved experiment.

II. METHODS

The Bis100d crystal was mechanically polished and
cleanedin situ by cycles of Ar+ and Ne+ sputtering and an-
nealing to 200 °C. The surface cleanliness was monitored
with Auger electron spectroscopysAESd and photoemission.
In the initial stages of cleaning a clear oxygen peak was
found in the valence band. Later, the surface quality was
judged by the shape and intensity of the surface states. No
contaminations could be observed by AES in the latter stages
of cleaning. The surface was found to stay free of detectable
contaminations for a very long time. The line shape of the
surface states was not found to change within about 24 h
after cleaning, and the surface-state peaks were still observ-
able after several weeks in a vacuum without cleaning. The
surface order was checked by low-energy electron diffraction
sLEEDd. Our Bis100d crystal showed a fair-qualitys131d
LEED pattern.

The photoemission experiment was performed using an
angle-resolved electron spectrometer at the SGM-3 beamline
on the undulator of the storage ring ASTRID in Aarhus. A
detailed description of the instrument is given elsewhere.15

In short, the beamline covers an energy range from
12 eV to 140 eV, with a resolving power better than 15 000.
For the measurements reported here, the light was incident
under an angle of 50° away from the surface normal with the
polarization vector of the light coinciding with the mirror
plane of the crystal. The electron spectrometer was a com-
mercial VG ARUPS 10 analyzer that was mounted on a go-
niometer inside the chamber and equipped with a multichan-
nel detector. The analyzer position could be changed by
motors outside the chamber. The total energy resolution used
in this work was 30 meV. The angular resolution was around
±0.7°. The sample temperature was around 30 K. The pres-
sure during the experiments was in the mid-10−11-mbar
range.

We also performedab initio calculations of the surface
electronic structure of Bis100d. The full-potential linearized
augmented plane-wave method in film geometry,16,17 as
implemented in theFLEUR code was used and the local den-
sity approximation18 to the density functional theory was em-
ployed. Spin-orbit coupling was included in the self-
consistent calculations.19 To simulate the surface, we used a
22-layer Bis100d film terminated with H on one side of the
film. The hydrogen partially saturated the broken Bi bonds at
the surface and helped to minimize the interaction between
the surface states of the two surfaces of the film. The geom-
etry was chosen such that the first interlayer distancesd12d on
each side of the film was the shorter one of the two possible
interlayer distances. The atoms in the first four layers on the

clean sidesi.e., without Hd of the film were allowed to relax.
We found a contraction ofd12 by 3%, followed by a large
s14%d expansion ofd23 and a contraction of the third inter-
layer distance.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the measured dispersion of the electronic
states along the several directions in the extended zone
scheme. The equivalent directions are marked with identi-
cally colored bars for easier comparison. The individual
spectra were taken in steps of constantkWi of approximately
0.02 Å−1. Around normal emission this corresponds to an
angular step of 0.6°. The figure shows a gray-scale plot of
the photoemission intensity as a function of binding energy
and kWi. The intensity is saturated at some points, the black
areas, in order to make the less-intense features also visible.
The values ofkWi were calculated using a binding energy of
0 eV, which means that the scale is exactly correct only at
the Fermi level. However, since the whole binding-energy
range is only 600 meV, the error induced by this is very
small. Apart from the photoemission data, the figure also
shows the result of a band-structure projection on this sur-
face, which was calculated using the tight-binding scheme of
Liu and Allen.20 Extended gaps in the projected bulk-band
structure around the Fermi level can be found, as expected
for a semimetal.

Surface states can easily be identified by three criteria.
First, they appear in the projected bulk band gaps. Second,

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Measured dispersion of the electronic
states along the several directions in the SBZ, taken athn=19 eV.
The photoemission intensity is plotted as a function of binding en-
ergy and kWi. The dark correspond to high intensity. The green
hashed area is a projection of the calculated tight-binding band
structure after Ref. 20. The colored horizontal bars can be used to
identify equivalent directions in the extended-zone scheme.
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they are also observable at other photon energies, and third,
the same states can be observed at symmetry-equivalentkWi

points in the extended zone scheme, albeit with very differ-
ent intensities. Using these criteria, we can identify several
surface states, e.g., three very steep bands close toḠ in the
Ḡ1-M̄ direction and one in theḠ-K̄ direction.

The symmetry of Bis100d that we discussed above is re-
flected in the measured dispersions. Consider for example
the K̄2 and K̄3 points that are related by the combination of
mirror and translational symmetry. For both a clear surface-
state peak is found at a binding energy around 80 meV. The
same applies for the threeM̄8 points where a surface state
can be found at, or very close to, the Fermi level. Another
example is the dispersion in theḠ1-K̄2 direction that is also
observed in theḠ3-K̄3 direction. Furthermore, it is clearly
seen that theM̄8 andM̄ points are inequivalent.

A closer inspection of the band dispersion shows that the
extrema are often not located at the points on the SBZ

boundary. One example is the dispersion alongḠ1-K̄2 and

Ḡ3-K̄3 that was discussed above. This effect leads also to a

peculiar dispersion in theM̄28-K̄2-M̄18 direction where a small

“dip” in the dispersion can be observed atK̄2. The actual

binding-energy minimum is not found atK̄, but close to this
point. It has to be pointed out that there is no symmetry
requirement that would force the state to have the lowest

binding energy exactly at theK̄ points.
There are some details for which the situation remains

somewhat unclear. One is the small shoulder which develops

in the Ḡ3-K̄3 direction close to the Fermi level. This feature

cannot be observed alongḠ1-K̄2. A possible reason for this
could be that its intensity in the latter direction is simply too
small. Another case of an unclear dispersion is found in the

Ḡ2-M̄38 direction, where an intense and apparently very broad
feature is observed. This, however, is an artifact of the way
the data are presented in Fig. 3; the intensity along this di-
rection is so high that the gray scale is saturated. The actual

dispersion of the surface state in theḠ2-M̄38 is very similar to
that in the equivalent directions.

The advantage of measuring the dispersion along more
than one symmetry-equivalent direction has already become
apparent. It turns out to be crucial when we now direct our
attention to the Fermi-level crossing of the surface states, the
most interesting subject in the study of a semimetal surface.
As we have discussed above, a very clear Fermi-level cross-

ing is seen close toḠ1 alongḠ1-K̄2. A crossing from the same

state can also be seen when going fromḠ1 towards M̄2.
However, when continuing in this direction the situation is
somewhat unclear. The background intensity is high every-
where around normal emission, and it is hard to determine
the individual bands. Much more revealing is the symmetry-

equivalentḠ3-M̄3 direction. The Fermi-level crossing close

to Ḡ3 is weak but visible, and continuing towardsM̄3 one
clearly observes two more crossings. The positions of the
crossings can be seen more quantitatively in Fig. 4, where
we have plotted the photoemission intensity integrated over a

20-meV-wide window centered on the Fermi level. This
shows all three crossings, as well as the crossing in the
Ḡ3-K̄3 direction, as sharp peaks.

The only other clear feature near the Fermi level is found
near theM̄8 points. The Fermi contour of this state is not
resolved in the experiment, most probably because of the
very close proximity of the crossings. This leaves us with a
surface Fermi surface containing three segments: an electron

pocket aroundḠ, the twosequivalentd hole pockets centered

on theḠ-M̄ lines of the SBZ, and the Fermi-surface segment

nearM̄8. The data taken around the other twoḠ points ap-
pear to be consistent with this picture, even though only the

Ḡ3-M̄3 direction shows all three crossings very clearly. Fig-
ure 5 shows the result of a Fermi-surface mapping in a irre-

ducible part of the SBZ, including theḠ3 point. Shown is the
photoemission intensity integrated over a 31 meV window
centered on the Fermi level minus the photoemission inten-
sity in a window of the same size, but 70 meV above the
Fermi level. The three Fermi-surface elements are easily rec-

ognized. The electron pocket aroundḠ3 has a slightly ellip-
tical shape, and the hole pocket is approximately circular.

The Fermi surface segment nearM̄8 appears as a stripe. A

closer inspection of the figure reveals that theḠ3 point ap-
pears to be slightly shifted from its expected position. This is
probably an artifact caused by the rapid change in the pho-
toemission intensity when going to high off-normal emission
angles. Our figure shows the raw data; i.e., no correction of
this effect is applied. Apart from the three “true” Fermi-
surface features there are also other structures, in particular

the high intensity along theḠ3-M̄3 and close toK̄2. These can
also be found at the corresponding regions of the extended-

zone scheme in a larger scan. The high intensity close toK̄2
is clearly related to the surface state at this point, which is

FIG. 4. sColor onlined Integrated photoemission from Fig. 3

along Ḡ3-M̄3, integrated over a 20-meV-wide window centered at
the Fermi energy. The maxima in this curve correspond approxi-
mately to the positions of the Fermi-level crossings.
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very close to the Fermi level, close enough to increase the
photoemission intensity at the Fermi edge by its finite width,
but it does not cross itssee Fig. 3d. The other structure is
related to the bulk states. The width of the projected bulk
band gap alongḠ-M̄ is relatively lowsas can be seen in Fig.
3d. This means that a broad bulk peak is relatively close to
the Fermi level in a large range ofkWi, and what we see in the
Fermi-surface map is the remaining intensity at the wings of

this peak. In Fig. 3 the intensity atM̄3 appears to be very
weak and the bulk feature is invisible, but this is just a result

of the scaling. A scan perpendicularḠ3-M̄3 line snot shownd
confirms the picture just given.

From the data of Fig. 3 and the energy-distribution curves
sEDCsd on which the construction of Fig. 3 was based, we
can make a reasonable estimate of the Fermi velocity of the
surface states forming the surface-Fermi contour. We obtain
values of 1.5 eV Å, 3.0 eV Å, and 4.9 eV Å for the hole

pocket alongḠ3-M̄3, the electron pocket alongḠ3-M̄3, and

the electron pocket alongḠ3-K̄3, respectively. Thus, the
bands forming the Fermi surface are rather steep, but not as
the steep as the bands forming the bulk Fermi surface, where
the Fermi velocity can be up to 20 eV Å.

In a previous work21 we pointed out the importance of
spin-orbit coupling effects in the interpretation of the elec-
tronic structure of the Bi surfaces. A very large, Rashba-like
splitting of the surface states and the steepness of the bands
at the Fermi level make it often very difficult to clearly iden-
tify the spin-split partners of the bands from the occupied
part of the band structure only. Therefore, we made use ofab
initio calculations of these surfaces to get a clearer picture of
the surface electronic structure.

In Fig. 6 we show the result of anab initio band structure
calculation of the relaxed Bis100d surface. Around the Fermi
level, we find a band of surface states extending through the

whole surface Brillouin zone. Spin-orbit coupling splits this

band into two branches, at theḠ, M̄8, andM̄ points that these

branches have to cross.21 At the M̄28 andM̄18 points, a Rashba-
like signature of two parabolic bands shifted in positive and
negative directions in momentum space is clearly visible. In
between, one band crosses the Fermi level, while the other
one remains completely occupied. The same situation can be

found in theM̄18-Ḡ1 direction, while in theḠ1-K̄2 direction
the upper branch is almost completely unoccupied and

crosses the Fermi level once more close toM̄3. This scenario
is very similar to that found on the Bis111d surface, where all

the M̄ as well as theK̄ points are equivalent.21 The situation

is much more involved in theK̄3-Ḡ1-M̄2-K̄3 section of the
band structure, where the projected bulk states are closer to
the Fermi level. To facilitate discussion, a tentative connec-
tion between the surface states is marked by a red line in Fig.
6.

Comparing the band structure of Fig. 6 with the measured
dispersionsFig. 3d, in most parts the connection between
theory and experiment can now be established. The regions

of high photoemission intensity aroundḠ1 also show a high
density of surface states or near-surface states in the calcu-
lation. The three Fermi-level crossings near the Brillouin

zone center in theḠ1-M̄2 direction are visible, as well as the

fact that there are only two such crossings inḠ1-M̄18 direc-
tion. Nevertheless, some differences between theory and ex-
periment can be realized. The minimum of the band in

Ḡ1-K̄2 direction is found at higher binding energies in experi-
ment than in theory and the “shoulder” observed in the

equivalentḠ3-K̄3 cannot be found in the calculations. At first

glance, the situation near theM̄8 points also appears to be
quite different in theory and experiment. The experiment re-

FIG. 5. Normalized photoemission intensity at the Fermi level
ssee textd. Black corresponds to high intensity. The solid line is the
SBZ boundary.

FIG. 6. sColor onlined Band structure of a 22-layer Bis100d film
terminated with H on the lower side. The states originating from the
upperscleand half of the film are marked red, while states from the
lower half are not displayed. The states with a large weight near the
surface are marked as filled red circles. The projected bulk bands
are shown as a green hashed area. A tentative connection between
the surface states is marked by a red line. The colored horizontal
bars can be used for a direct comparison with the equivalent direc-
tions in Fig. 3.
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veals a unclear feature at the Fermi level exactly atM̄8,
whereas the calculation shows clearly separated Fermi-level

crossings of the surface state aroundM̄8. However, this ap-
parent discrepancy is not a severe one, because a small up-

ward shift of the surface-state energy atM̄8 in the calculation

would lead to Fermi-level crossings much closer toM̄8 and
in better agreement with the experiment. Note that the dis-

persion of the surface states aroundM̄8 is slightly different
from the result shown in Ref. 21. This is caused by the re-
laxation of the surface geometry.

On the whole, the comparison between experiment and
theory for Bis100d is less favorable than for Bis111d sRef. 22d
and Bis110d,23 for which almost quantitative agreement can
be achieved. This is also the reason why we have chosen not
to plot the experimental dispersion on the same graph as the
theoretical one. The main cause for the limited accuracy of
the calculation for Bis100d can be understood by inspecting
the charge-density contours of different surface states shown
in Fig. 7. Some states near the Fermi level penetrate very
deeply into the bulkfFigs. 7sad and 7sbdg, while othersfFig.
7scdg are localized in the first five layers. This penetration
depth is remarkably high, compared to Bis111d or Bis110d, in
which the surface states are mostly localized in the first bi-
layer of the surface.22 Also the weight of these states in the
vacuum is rather low. In some cases, e.g., at the highest

occupied state at theK̄2 point, the state even has its largest
weight in the fifth layer from the surfacefcf. Fig. 7sbdg, even

though it is clearly in a large projected-bulk band gap. This
limits the possible accuracy of the theory, which is restricted
to a film of finite thickness.

The strong penetration of the surface states on Bis100d
could be important for understanding some results concern-
ing the electronic structure of Bi clusters and nanotubes.
Weitzel and Micklitz reported the observation of supercon-
ductivity in granular films of Bi clusters.6 The structure of
the clusters was rhombohedral, as in bulk Bi, but bulk Bi is
not superconducting. An initial interpretation of this finding
was the occurrence of surface superconductivity on the clus-
ters. This appeared to be consistent with a number of experi-
mental findings: a linear increase ofTC for a smaller clusters
of sizeL and a dependence ofTC on the chemical nature of
the embedding matrix. Later, the view of a two-component
cluster smetallic surface and semimetallic bulkd was chal-
lenged by the same group.24 The normal and superconduct-
ing properties showed a very similar dependence on the clus-
ter size, suggesting that dividing the system into two
independent components might be inappropriate. Deeply
penetrating surface states could well be the cause for this
apparent contradiction. States similar to those in Figs. 7sad
and 7sbd could exist on thes100d face of the clusters. Strictly
spoken, the states are surface states and therefore influenced
by, e.g., the surroundings of the crystal. At the same time,
they would be delocalized over a cluster that is a few nanom-
eters in size. Similar surface states could inhibit predicted8

semimetal-to-semiconductor transitions in Bi nanowires.9

With the use of Fig. 6, one can try to construct the Fermi
surface from the calculated band structure and compare it
with the measured plot in Fig. 5. A proper construction of the
theoretical Fermi surface would require calculations of the
dispersion along many directions, not only those shown in
Fig. 6. This would be quite expensive from a computational
point of view, and it would not lead to more physical insight
because of the limited accuracy discussed above. Around

both theḠ and theM̄ points we identify small electron pock-

ets, while along theḠ-M̄ line a hole pocket is formed. Since

FIG. 7. sColor onlined Charge-density contours of surface states

on the Bis100d surface:sad is a state from the middle ofḠ1-M̄2

almost at the Fermi level,sbd is the highest-occupied state atK̄2,
and scd is a state from the middle of the highest-occupied band in

the Ḡ1-K̄2 direction. The position of the surface planessd and of the
four lower layers are indicated by the dashed lines. The contour
lines are plotted on a logarithmic scale.

FIG. 8. sColor onlined Sketch of the Fermi surface as deduced
from the band structure in Fig. 6. The turquoise rectangle marks the
part plotted in Fig. 5.
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a similar feature is also found along theḠ1-K̄3 line, we con-
clude that this pocket is rather elliptical, as indicated in the
sketch in Fig. 8.sOf course we cannot exclude the possibility
that these two features are not connected and belong to two
separate pockets.d These findings compare well with the ex-

perimental Fermi surface shown in Fig. 5. NearM̄8 the
theory predicts very large Fermi-surface features in clear dis-
agreement with the experiments that show a broad feature at

M̄8, without resolving any details. As already discussed
above, this apparent discrepancy is probably caused by a
small error in the calculated binding energy of the surface
state that has a considerable impact on the size of the related
Fermi-surface element. It is interesting to point out that the
Fermi surface of Bis100d bears some similarity to the Fermi

surface of Bis111d.12,25 In particular the situation nearḠ in
the direction of the mirror line is very similar.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a combined experimental and theoret-
ical investigation of the electronic structure of Bis100d. As
with the Bis110d and s111d surfaces, the Bis100d surface
shows several surface-state-related Fermi-level crossings.

The surface Fermi surface shows some similarities to that of
the Bis111d surface, which is similar from a geometrical
point of view, but the character of the surface states is quite
different. Whereas all the states are fairly surface localized
on Bis111d and Bis110d, they can penetrate deeply into the
crystal on Bis100d. This could have profound implications
for the electronic structure of Bi clusters and nanowires, but
it also limits the accuracy of calculationsse.g., of the Fermi
energyd when a film of finite thickness is used to simulate the
semi-infinite crystal. Nevertheless, reasonable agreement is
found between our experimental results and calculations. The
calculations also show that the surface-state bands are split
by spin-orbit interaction in the whole surface Brillouin zone,
apart from some high-symmetry points. Finally, the strongkWi

dependence of the surface-state penetration can also be ex-
pected to contribute to the variations of the electron-phonon
coupling strength observed on Bis100d,26 because it causes
the surface-state electrons to interact with different types of
phonons for differentkWi points.
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